e" = e cos $ + E sin Be, E" = -e sin 0 e + E CDS Be,
YO = " e e cos @e f Ne sin +e, N," = --v e sin be + Ne cos + e' where no superscript "0" denotes "mass eigenstates." Substitut-
ing (2) into (1) we find J a = Ja(eve) + Ja(eNe) + Ja(Eue) + Ja(ENe),
where, for example, Ja(eVe) = cos ( Be -0,) GY,Ve -cos Ja(eNe) = -sin(ae -0,) SyuNe -sin A.
Muon Decay.
The differential decay distribution for muon decay is given by7 dr = musine de p,E,dE, 48x3 3(W -Ee) + 2p (; Ee -W -; $ )
where 0 is the angle between the electron momentum p, and the muon spin direction, E, is the electron energy, K is defined in terms of the Fermi coupling constant, and W = (tni + mz)/2mV. In the derivation of (5) it has been assumed that the neutrino mass is negligible. The parameters p, 5, and 6 will be given below in terms of the mixing angles Be, a,,, Q,, and $u. For our purposes,
The ratio of the widths T(r + e)/r(r + M)
is given by r(n + e)/r(n + u) = (me/mu)2[(n~ -m,2)/(m; -10;)]2 (1 + r)tc,
where the radiative correction r to lowest order is apg r = (3alx) ~nbe/mu), and K will be given below in terms of the mixing angles Be, a,,, $e, and $J~. J2 a C Ja'(eve) + JaC(eNe) + Jac(~vn) + Ja+(nNU-j,
where Jh, is the hadronic weak interaction current. From (9) we find K = 1.
The prediction for the chiral V-A theory is recovered when ee = eu = 0. We note that the neutrino mixing angles 6, and +,, do not appear in (8). Therefore they may be arbitrarily large and still consistent with the data on muon and pion decay. Note also that 0 < P C 314.
Good agreement of the data [cf. Table III0 with the values given by V-A theory restrict the angles Be and a,, to be small. and (9), we now obtain Good agreement of the data [cf. Table I] In 
